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Tourism is key to Spain’s success. This 1960s truism rings true even after all 
of Franco’s other aperturista (a cross between tourism and limited political 
liberties) doctrines have been discredited. In the half-century that separates 
us from that late-Francoist embrace of the hospitality business, Spain has 
experienced some of the sharpest turns of its history: it transitioned from 
dictatorship to democracy, became a nation of autonomous regions and 
joined the European Union. Still, the news coverage of hotel occupancy rates 
and the state of Spain’s beaches have retained their caché as though they had 
a meaning deeper than any other statistic, as something of great importance 
for the country, not only as a nation or an economic entity, but also as an 
idea and a way of life. As of 2015, Spain is the world’s third most popular 
destination for foreigners and comes in second in net tourism earnings 
(UNWTO). These are the numbers that are often cited when talking about or 
attempting to measure tourism in Spain, leaving out other telling statistics. 
For example, that among the European Union members, it is Germany (a 
country that is not the world’s most popular destination) that employs the 
most people in tourism-related sectors, while Spain occupies the fourth place 
(Eurostat). Another often-neglected fact is that domestic tourists are 
spending more than international visitors—something that makes Spain’s 
leadership as an international destination look awry (World’s Travel and 
Tourism Council 6). 

These imbalances are striking, and so are their similarities to the issues 
that were already haunting Spain’s tourism business in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s that I discuss in my essay for Katarzyna Beilin and William 
Viestenz’s volume, Ethics of Life: Contemporary Iberian Debates. In 2014, 
the online English version of El País, a major daily, ran an article titled 
“Spain’s Tourism Trap,” by Juan Antonio Aunión, that could have just as 
easily been written in the early 1970s, when articles with similar titles—
from “Spain: The Nightmare of Tourism (Spanien: Alptraum Tourismus)” to 
“What a Flop (Tourism)! (¡Vaya pulpo (el turismo)!)—were circulating in 
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many languages (Zayas). As it also happened in the early 1970s, the English 
title made explicit what the ironic Spanish original barely insinuated: “If 
there is a beach and the sun is out, it works (Si hay playa y hay sol, 
funciona)” (Aullón). To add another similarity, the location of the 2014 
report—the resort town of Torremolinos—was the one that still today 
represents all the false promises and epic failures of the desarrollista sun 
and beach tourism (Afinoguénova, “Andalucía”). 

Despite all of this, the official information about and from Spain does 
not tend to reflect the fact that the high profile of tourism is somewhat 
incongruent and anachronistic. As the world’s richest powers are replacing 
nation-building with nation-branding, the truth about tourism’s socio-
economic impacts loses its relevance in the midst of a general sense of 
success, especially when bundled with the image, whether real or imagined, 
of millions of people flocking in to experience the tastes, colors, and sounds 
of Spain. “I need Spain (Necesito España),” the current tourism promotion 
campaign, does an excellent job of summarizing this creed (Turespaña). 
Spain’s authenticity and our own sense of plenitude, we—Spaniards and 
foreigners with time and money on our hands—are told, are mutually 
dependent embodied sensations stored in memories and accessible through 
nostalgic longing that fuels repeat tourism. Crucially, although these multi-
lingual ads address both international and domestic tourists, the magical 
Spain that makes life worth living that is advertised here is not exactly the 
state comprised of sometimes reluctant nations or the country dealing with 
crises and corruption and looking for alternative ways of doing politics. 
Rather, it is a travel and leisure destination—a land that is, by definition, 
imaginary rather than real, visceral rather than rational, subjective rather 
than constructed through social contract. 

Taking the liberty of extrapolating into this seemingly joyful context, 
Antonio Gómez’s insight concerning the debate about the Civil War—the 
other, much more ominous, presence affecting Spain and Spaniards’s self-
identifications—that Sebastiaan Faber quotes in his contribution to this 
volume, one may claim that any controversy involving tourism is, indeed, 
“primordially the debate about [ . . . ] twenty-first century Spain” (Gómez 89 
qtd. Faber). Paradoxically, the comparison between the Civil War and 
tourism turns out to be less faulty once we notice the differences. While the 
ongoing memory clashes cast the Civil War as disputed heritage, tourism has 
not merited such a debate, thereby remaining an unqualifiable reality. 
Heritage, Turnbridge and Ashworth assert, is something that “the present 
selects [ . . . ] from an imagined past for current use and decides what should 
be passed on to an imagined future” (6). Since the uses and representations 
of tourism in Spain have not been cast as Francoist heritage, tourism still 
appears to be an economic activity and a set of policies—something that the 
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state apparatus does to, or against, the domestic population, often forming 
corrupt partnerships with local, national, and foreign investors. 

Even anti-tourism movements like the one active in Barcelona, whose 
struggles intersect with a range of anti-capitalist causes, have so far failed to 
trace a connection between tourism and Francoism. A recent film with an 
English title Bye-Bye Barcelona (Dir. Eduardo Chibas, 2014) represents the 
anti-tourism claims in a smart, balanced way, cross-cutting shots of tourists 
snapping pictures, with cityscapes and interviews with common inhabitants, 
activists, and intellectuals about the impact of tourism on urban economy, 
space, and lifestyles. Yet even when experts—Enric Vila Delclòs, the author 
of History of Las Ramblas, for example—offer nuanced accounts of the 
central state’s historical engagement with Catalonia and its impact on urban 
environment, such a retrospection is only reserved for Barcelona itself. Since 
“tourism,” on the other hand, is not historicized, the discussion—in the film 
and elsewhere—quickly drifts toward a nostalgic defense of the ostensibly 
authentic city, its neighborhoods, and ways of life against the present 
tourism occupation. Needless to say, the debate has many strings attached, 
leading to the key issues of money, centralism, and globalization (as 
referenced in Katarzyna Beilin’s essay, “Die and Laugh in the 
Anthropocene”). As I am finishing this essay, Ada Colau, a leader of the 
influential anti-bank movement, Plataforma por los afectados por la 
hipoteca, and the new Mayor of Barcelona, is refusing to license further 
construction of hotels despite warnings and threats from domestic and 
international developers (Pellicer). Still, no matter how important it is to see 
citizens and an elected official take positions consistent with the long 
tradition of questioning the “Barcelona model” (Delgado; Marshall), the 
“presentist” understanding of tourism does little justice to their own struggle. 

For now, both the supporters and detractors of tourism have to deal with 
the structural role of tourism as a “dispositif” that has effectively transitioned 
from Spain’s dictatorship to its democracy, becoming an organizing 
principle of public life (Crumbaugh). The country’s return to 
constitutionalism in 1977–1978 was marked by conscious efforts on the part 
of the theorists and administrators to recast “tourism” as a participatory 
activity and convert it into a “leisure industry” that encompassed all 
branches of the economy and involved Spaniards just as much as 
immigrants, expats, and seasonal guests. In my essay in this volume, I cover 
what preceded and prepared this move: the switch from the desarrollista 
notion of “well-being” to the two competing definitions of “quality of life” 
that emerged during the final, post-desarrollista years of Franco’s regime—
the “quality of life” rooted in the European neoliberal model of responsible 
development and the other “quality of life” combining the revived fascist-
style quest for a social state with the latest developments in the political 
language coming from the United States. 
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Of course, both notions—well-being and quality of life—channeled the 
instrumentalization of nature and the colonial production of wealth that Luis 
I. Prádanos explains in “Degrowth and Ecological Economics in Twenty-
First-Century Spain.” In my example, the controversy between the polluting 
expansion of tourism and the counter-discourse of responsible (ab)use of 
nature was so vividly false in Spain because it developed as a pseudo-debate 
among several competing approaches to the state, on the one hand, and the 
disenfranchised local bourgeoisie, on the other. Never even coming close to 
the real issues of redistribution of land, dispossession, or alienation, it was a 
controversy about the limits that a centralized dictatorial state ought to 
impose on its own economic activity on the globalizing market, the state’s 
relations with national investors who questioned its views on centralization, 
and its attempts to resemble a welfare state on a par with its new Euro-
American partners.  

These concerns proved more durable than the dictatorship itself. Even 
though Spain’s turn to democracy brought to the forefront a redefinition of 
tourism, a turn toward the domestic market, and a redistribution of 
administrative responsibilities between the central and the autonomous 
governments, in the media “tourism” still referred to foreign, hotel-staying, 
restaurant-loving sunbathers together with their cultured, museum-going (or 
supposedly somewhat less cultured, shopping) counterparts. Once we 
acknowledge that both this limited definition of tourism and all the policies 
and concepts ever produced in Spain to counter or cover its consequences 
constitute a heritage of the modernizing dictatorial state, many issues 
examined in this volume turn out to be connected to tourism in the most 
uncanny ways. 

For example, as I read Prádanos’s informative overview, I keep 
wondering why, apart from Ada Colau’s most recent measures, it is taking 
so long in Spain to question the state’s role as a tourism promoter—a 
tradition that emerged under Alfonso XIII, gained force during the 
dictatorship of Miguel Primo de Rivera (1923–1930), and flourished during 
the 1960s desarrollismo. Tourism’s privileged status as an economic 
activity, governance issue, territorial identity-maker, and key to happiness 
makes hospitality highly relevant for “social ecology, ecological economics, 
and political ecology” (Prádanos 143) and other critical revisions of 
anthropocentric growth models and uses of nature. As of now, Europe’s and 
Spain’s policies aimed at promoting a diversified, green tourism still clearly 
preach the “gospel of eco-efficiency” (Martínez Alier, El ecologismo 20–26 
qtd. in Prádanos 143). Yet, to my knowledge, beyond the debates around 
sustainability, the eco-critical thought tackling tourism and whether it should 
have a place in a better world is woefully lacking. 

It is also true, however, that tourism cannot be uncoupled from the 
present ecological problems without reconsidering the available models of 
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human happiness and the role that they reserve for leisure. My essay revives 
the moment in Euro-American history when the concept of “quality of life” 
emerged and became shorthand for an array of neo-liberal social policies, 
which in Spain also perplexingly resonated with both the neo-fascist revival 
and the clandestine communist opposition. What merits further analysis, 
however, is how easily tourism also found an anchorage in the concepts of 
participatory democracy and liberation of labor, fundamental for the 
European Left. Susan Larson and Matthew Feinberg (“Cultivating the 
Square”) examine the communal forms of building urban environments that 
made an impressive comeback in the context of the economic crisis and the 
15M movements. This form of urban “space-based activism” (in Stephen 
Luis Vilaseca’s coinage) grew from the grassroots interventions into the 
“lived space” (Lefebvre 38–39) heralded during Franco’s final years by the 
Neighborhood Associations. That movement’s project of direct political 
participation is still considered an attractive, albeit unachieved, ideal in 
Spain. 

Another, related ideal dear to late-Francoist opposition was 
disalienation, a belief that dictatorship and human exploitation through 
alienated labor would eventually find a common end. In the aftermath of 
May 1968 in Paris, Henri Lefebvre’s (“Critique”; “Position”; Ajuste de 
cuentas) and Guy Debord’s views against spectatorship society and in favor 
of festivals widely circulated among the Spanish Left, fueling a new focus 
on leisure rather than work (the prime object of Marxist thought), with 
leisure taking on various forms: artistic amateurism, popular theater, public 
art, and many others. Georg Lukacs’s books began appearing in Spanish in 
the early 1960s, and as “required” reading for communist militants these 
publications—especially El joven Hegel y los problemas de la sociedad 
capitalista, translated in 1963—delivered to Spain’s opposition an approach 
to dialectics crucial for that time: that “alienation” meant not only 
exploitation, but also “objectification” and the rupture of humanity’s bond 
with nature (516–544). Resonating powerfully with Lefebvre’s critique of 
technocracy and productive behavior, these ideas gave the Spanish Left a 
new language to channel their revolutionary ideas. Desalienation—an 
activity aimed at attacking the departure from nature, passive spectatorship, 
and other ways in which alienation manifested itself—did not need a 
revolution to become a reality, but rather could itself become a chain of self-
standing revolutionary acts. 

If Manuel Vázquez Montalbán’s views are any indication, however, 
forgetting about the root cause of alienation—the capitalist mode of 
production—and focusing instead on its consequences was precisely what 
the technocrats in late-Francoist governments wanted: liberalism without 
freedom. Vázquez Montalbán’s novel Recordando a Dardé (1969) and his 
early 1970s articles illustrate the ironic triumph of cybernetics and 
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automation turning the Marxist dream of liberated labor into nightmarish 
illusions of compensatory returns to nature after exhausting work shifts and 
the discreet pleasures of “controlled desublimation” (Marcuse 77–79) 
described by Marcuse. Still, the idea that alienation could somehow be 
palliated, if not undone, by active, participatory leisure, carried on. 

Hence, the very same concept of participatory leisure worked perfectly 
well under democracy. For example, Vicente Granados Cabezas, currently 
Andalucía’s highest tourism administrator and formerly the Advisor-
Consultant of the World Tourism Organization, was already insisting in the 
late 1980s on the importance of cross-breeding tourism and democratic 
participation under the aegis of “leisure industry.” That was, in fact, the 
program implemented by the leaders of the central and Andalusian 
governments hailing from Spain’s Socialist Workers’ Party (PSOE). 
Meanwhile, Granados’s influential thinking may well have followed from 
his thorough research in “internal colonialism,” which was the subject of his 
Ph.D. Dissertation in Urban and Regional Studies at the University of 
Birmingham (1984) that analyzed, from a comparative perspective, the 
impact of unbalanced territorial development on national self-identification 
movements in Galicia.  

It would seem, then, that those responsible for Spain’s tourism have 
managed to arrange a perfect marriage between the hospitality business and 
the democratic cause of social bettering. In reality, however, as my essay 
explains, the turn to making tourism participatory and recasting it as 
“leisure” without hosts or guests had been initiated by late-Francoist 
officials facing the crisis of coastal overdevelopment. Concomitant with the 
grassroots participative experiments of the late-Francoist time period, the 
early 1970s’ politicians tried to engage the language of opposition in order 
to encourage domestic tourism. The current, heavy weight of Spaniards’ 
contributions to Spain’s hospitality industry suggests that rather than 
question tourism, democracy simply brought to fruition the failed, late-
Francoist responses to the Western fuel crisis of 1972–1974. The history of 
tourism and its changing faces in Spain thus warrant a more cautious 
approach to the ideologies of leisure, even when leisure is prescribed as a 
remedy against alienation. 

The relevance of late-Francoist usages of tourism for understanding 
Spain’s present is further revealed in John H. Trevathan’s essay on the 
Prestige Disaster, which mentions the continuity between the scripts that 
Manuel Fraga Iribarne had partially implemented in the 1960s as the head of 
Tourism and Information Ministry and the pseudo-bucolic identity that he 
heralded as the President of the Xunta of Galicia between 1989 and 2005. It 
is impressive to see how closely Fraga’s Galicia, with its identity projected 
onto the green pastures and on the paths of the ethnically implanted Camino 
de Santiago, followed his earlier desarrollista visions of the happy union of 
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rural underdevelopment and globalized modernization, mediated by tourism. 
Such was, precisely, the claim behind the state-guided tourism boom that 
Fraga had designed in the 1960s: the belief that rural environments would be 
drawn into the tertiary economy surpassing the first and the second waves of 
modernization that would require investment in agriculture and industry 
(Afinoguénova, “Lo moderno y lo primitivo”). 

“Spain is still under the spell of that leisure dream,” I wrote in my essay 
two years ago. It may take a long time to untangle the sense of fulfillment, 
belonging, and all the other things that, for the lack of a better word and 
following the tradition of communal thinking, I will call “good life,” from 
well-being, quality of life, leisure, happiness, freedom, and the myriad other 
items on the growing list of concepts subject to unending alienation.2 A good 
starting point is to understand the late 1960s and early 1970s in Spain as the 
moment when communists turning to Eurocommunism reclassified 
alienation as a state of mind, rather than a state of the world, and agreed to 
combat it directly, thereby unwittingly coming to terms with both the 
technocrats in the government preaching well-being and quality of life and 
the socialist supporters of the welfare state in the underground opposition. 
From that point, we can reclaim “alienation” as a conceptual tool to help us 
think of “good living” and, simultaneously, of the impossibility to envision 
it without grabbing the problem by its root. Until this is done, we—
Spaniards and Spanish patriots abroad—will keep finding ourselves looking 
for plenitude by the beach and in other destinations of our choice, as if 
trapped in an unending “I need Spain” announcement.  

For the moment, that seems to be the case. Since “good life” is still a 
young concept for Spain, let us subsume the diffuse meanings of plenitude 
under the blanket term of “autenticidad” (authenticity) and take a closer look 
at how popular it is. Despite the word’s learned air, in the past ten years—
the dates for which information is available on Google Trends—in Spain it 
has appeared in far more online searches than “aliencación” (alienation), 
which is another equally complex term. This difference is significant in 
comparison to France, where authenticité has been much less popular than 
aliénation, and even to the overall trending in English, which shows no clear 
winner.3 No matter how superficial, this analysis suggests that Spaniards 
tend to underestimate the conceptual power of “alienation.” When compared 
with the appearance of other, less esoteric, words such as leisure or well-
being, “alienation” simply disappears from the charts.  

A look through the prism of alienation would also imply a return to 
Lukacs’s questioning of it as a rupture in the human-animal-material 
continuum. It is very interesting to re-read from this perspective the present 
volume, whose contributors—Daniel Ares López, Paul Begin, John 
Beusterien, Carmen Flys-Junquera and Tonia Raquejo, Pablo de Lora, 
Sainath Suryanarayanan and Katarzyna Beilin, and William Viestenz—show 
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a variety of post-humanist approaches to understanding Spain. This line of 
thought makes it possible to discuss tourism, not only as a political 
dispositif, but also as a quest for man-made alternatives to the unproductive 
natural cycles, evident in the tourism authorities’ eternal preoccupations 
with seasonal and spatial limitations to tourism business. What fuels the 
propaganda of leisure and domestic travel is the need for temporal and 
territorial diversification, described by the hard-to-translate term 
desestanciamiento. It is, of course, the same very agenda that we find behind 
the calls to acquire a second residence, thereby detaining the burst of the 
housing bubble. 

The world in which tourism would become just as unnecessary as 
leisure would have to understand tourism. It cannot be a coincidence that not 
only Ada Colau in Barcelona, but also Manuela Carmena, the new Mayor of 
Madrid, have found themselves immersed in tourism-related controversies 
during their first weeks in office. In Madrid, it is still unclear whether the 
mayor indeed contemplated a new tourism tax or whether she was cornered 
into a debate that would test her economic reflexes. In both cases, the 
hospitality industry seems to have become a divisive issue with the arrival of 
a new-type politics in Spain. The time must be ripe for a debate on tourism 
and Franco’s heritage to begin. 
 
 
Notes 
 
1. I am grateful to Katarzyna Beilin for her relevant comments on an earlier draft of 

this essay and to Sally Anna Boyle for her editorial work on this piece. 
2. The concept of “good life” is not without its own contradictions, which also have to 

be studied from a historical perspective. For a recent perspective, see Alonso 
González and Macías Vázquez. 

3. See <www.google.com/trends/> to compare the following terms (2004 – present): in 
Spain, “alienación” and autenticidad”; in France, “alienation” and “authenticité”; 
and worldwide, “alienation” and “authenticity.” Or, using a Google Chrome or 
Mozilla Firefox browser, compare the following links: 

 <https://www.google.com/trends/explore#q=alienaci%C3%B3n,+autenticidad&geo
=ES> vs. <https://www.google.com/trends/explore#q=ali%C3%A9nation%2C%20 
authenticit%C3%A9&geo=FR> vs. <https://www.google.com/trends/explore#q= 
alienation%2C%20authenticity&cmpt=q&tz=Etc%2FGMT%2B5> 
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